
CASE STUDY

Founded in 2015, Jupiter Orthopedics and Sports Medicine is a leading 
provider of minimally invasive orthopedic services in the Florida area. 
Dr. Wade Van Sice believes that patients should be confident in their 
care, and that is what his practice strives to provide. One frustration 
he continued to encounter was CDs. Patients would often bring in a 
CD of their imaging and then Dr. Van Sice would hold on to the CD 
until surgery day. However, if CDs were lost, broken, or incompatible 
with any systems upon upload, this could cause significant stress for 
patient, physician, and administrators alike. Today, with Ambra Health, 
all imaging is uploaded directly into the cloud and accessible to Dr. 
Van Sice from anywhere, anytime.

Jupiter Ortho Eliminates CDs with Ambra Health

“By uploading imaging into Ambra and avoiding CDs, I’ve
reduced my stress and the stress of my staff regarding
patient imaging, particularly on surgery days.”

KEY METRICS

SUMMARY

Florida based orthopedic
practice founded in 2015.
Over 500 studies per month.
Offers a range of services
from minimally invasive
surgery to sports medicine
care.

OVERVIEW

Instant patient uploads
Imaging can viewed from anywhere at anytime
Simplified sharing of imaging with local imaging centers

BENEFITS WITH AMBRA:

Majority of patient imaging
arriving on CDs with the patient.
Administrative staff must keep
track of CDs for surgery day.
Multiple logins required to
access imaging portals from
local imaging centers.

CHALLENGES

Eliminated need for CDs
through the cloud.
Patient images are uploaded
once and then accessible
from anywhere, anytime.
Has decreased stress on
physician and staff for
surgery days.

SOLUTION

WADE VAN SICE, MD
Orthopedic Surgeon

No more CDs 
on surgery day in administrator 

time savings

Over 60%



By shifting to Ambra, Jupiter Ortho has moved 
to a digital model for image transfer, enabling 
administrators to upload patient imaging to 
Jupiter Ortho’s web portal and for physicians to 
instantly access them. In fact it’s been so 
successful notes Dr. Van Sice, "it has become a 
powerful way to keep my administration staff 
happy."

The last thing a physician or his staff needs 
leading up to surgery is a missing CD. “Patients 
would bring me their CDs, and I would hold on 
to them until the surgery. It was stressful for staff 
to make sure the CD was always ready for surgery 
day,” says Dr. Van Sice. Today, with Ambra Health, 
patient imaging is uploaded off CD directly into 
the Ambra cloud where it can then be accessed 
through a work-list on any Internet browser. 
Particularly, when patients call leading up to a 
surgery, Dr. Van Sice no longer has to try and 
recall what their imaging looked like. He can pull 
the images up from anywhere, even on his tablet 
at home to offer a more precise answer. Dr. Van 
Sice also speaks at orthopedic conferences, and 
the ability to have simplified access to patient 
cases allows for greater collaboration and 
learning opportunities with other physicians in 
the field.

UPLOADING PATIENT IMAGING

Even when Dr. Van Sice was able to access 
imaging through a local imaging center’s portal 
he found himself, “keeping track of up to 15 
different passwords.” With Ambra, access is 
simplified through the single cloud suite. In 
addition, Dr. Van Sice notes that,

VIEWING FROM ANYWHERE

Jupiter Ortho has already partnered with two 
imaging centers in the area and installed an 
Ambra gateway, which automatically routes 
patient imaging to his system. His practice plans 
to establish more gateways with other leading 
imaging centers in the area over the next few 
years.

AUTOMATED ROUTING
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Key Benefits
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With Ambra, I’ve become familiar with
the viewing toolset, so I no longer have
to learn the toolset of each unique CD
or imaging center portal I come across.”
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Ambra is a very low maintenance 
platform which makes life for a small 
practice like ours much more simple.”
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It has become a powerful way to keep 
my administration staff happy."


